Hulcher’s fleet of specialized equipment to support the railroads and industry includes our Kubota® Tractors.

Our tractors are capable of supporting a variety of maintenance services, including:

- Vegetation control
- Driveway / parking lot repair - asphalt work
- Road construction
- Demolition services
- Railroad crossing construction

The tractor’s six-foot Bush Hog® mower attachment mows yards, fields and property along the right-of-way for a variety of vegetation control projects. It cuts grass, weeds, undergrowth, brush, even trees with trunks up to four inches. The box blade attachment further expands the tractor’s capabilities, performing ground work like loosening soil, moving large amounts of material and rough grading.

Our Kubota® tractors are maintained through Hulcher’s Preventative Mechanical Maintenance Program. This multi-layered, proactive system of inspections and servicing ensures our equipment is trustworthy and ready to go to work when you need it.

Hulcher combines decades of railroad support expertise with one of the most extensive networks of people and equipment in North America. We are close by, with the right equipment and the most professional crew members in the industry, to respond to your maintenance services needs.

When your vegetation control or rough grading project calls for equipment that is properly equipped, expertly operated and available when you need it, call Hulcher at 800-637-5471.